DICOM CREDIT QUALITY SOLUTION (CQS)
RELEASE 11.0 & 11.1 FEATURE OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION:
DiCOM’s Credit Quality Solution (CQS) is a powerful suite of software modules that allow financial
institutions and third-party organizations to proactively manage credit risk. Specifically, these modules
provide tools to help organizations identify, review and report areas of credit risk at both macro
(portfolio) and micro (loan) levels.
RELEASE 11.0 – RISK ID AND SCOPIN G
In August 2018, DiCOM released CQS V11.0. The major focus of this release was to revolutionize the
way institutions identify risk in their commercial portfolios and perform scoping in the credit review
function. Because risk identification is a fundamental starting point of credit review, the DiCOM team
focused on optimizing this process. The goal of this release was to ensure CQS supported emerging
business needs while making the process both robust and efficient.
To support optimized risk identification and scoping, CQS 11.0 offers the following:
•
•
•

Optimized the user interface for increased efficiency
Ability to analyze risk at the relationship, borrower and note level
Query on custom bank-defined fields for ultimate flexibility

CQS RELEASE 11.1 – REVIEW FINDINGS AND RISK REPORTING
In February 2019, DiCOM released CQS V11.1. The goal of this release was to provide the most efficient
and effective tools for reporting credit review findings and other critical areas to support asset quality.
DiCOM understands that credit risk professionals are under pressure to “say more with less”. To that
end, CQS 11.1 offers reporting features that combine power and flexibility with improved ease of use.
To support more effective risk reporting, CQS 11.1 offers the following:
•
•
•

New report creation wizard to create powerful custom reports
Report versioning capability for added flexibility
Incorporate Word attachments into reports for added impact

CONSTANT INNOVATION
DiCOM is constantly innovating the CQS platform based on client feedback and market needs. Existing
clients can contact DiCOM support to schedule or discuss your upgrade. Prospective clients can
schedule a demonstration of the latest version of the product through the DiCOM website or by
contacting sales via the number listed below.

DiCOM Software, LLC

Phone: 407-246-8060

Website: www.dicomsoftware.com

